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ABSTRACT

For univariate functions, we compute optimal breakpoint systems subject to the condition that the piecewise

linear approximation (or, under- and overestimator) never deviates more than a given δ-tolerance from the

original function, over a given finite interval. The linear approximators, under- and overestimators involve

shift variables at the breakpoints leading to a small number of breakpoints while still ensuring continuity

over the full interval.

We develop two mixed integer non-linear programming models: one which yields the minimal number of

breakpoints, and another in which, for a fixed number of breakpoints, their values are computed. Alterna-

tively, we use two heuristics in which we compute the breakpoints subsequently, solving small mixed integer

non-linear programming problems, with significantly fewer variables.

The optimal breakpoints for the nonlinear functions can be used in the mixed integer linear programming

problem replacement of the original non-linear programming problem or the mixed integer non-linear pro-

gramming problem. Due to the δ-limited discretization error and the minimal number of breakpoints, the

solution of the mixed integer linear programming problem can be obtained in reasonable time and serves a

good approximation to the global optimum, which can be fed into a local non-linear programming or mixed

integer non-linear programming solver for the final refinement.

Keywords: global optimization, nonlinear programming, mixed integer nonlinear program-

ming, nonconvex optimization, overestimator, underestimator, inner approximation, outer

approximation.
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1 Introduction29

We are interested in the following nonlinear optimization problem:30

NOP : min f (x) (1)

s.t. g(x) = 0 (2)

h(x)≤ 0 (3)

x∈ D (4)

with lower and upper bounds,X− andX+, onx and31

D1 : D := [X−,X+]
n⊂ Rn, or

D2 : D := [X−,X+]
n⊂ Rn1×{0,1}n2, or

D3 : D := [X−,X+]⊂ R, or

D4 : D := [X−,X+]
2⊂ R2

and f : D→ R, g : D→ Rm1, h : D→ Rm2 being continuous functions as well as32

n1+n2 = n. We also allow for special cases when the number of equality constraints,33

m1, is zero or the number of inequality constraints,m2, is zero. We are particularly34

interested in those cases when problem (1)-(4) is a non-convex optimization problem,35

for example,f (x) is a non-convex function inx or constraint set (2)-(3) defines a non-36

convex feasible region.37

In this paper, we mainly discuss one dimensional problems,i.e., caseD3, while38

higher dimensional problems (caseD4) are treated in Rebennack & Kallrath (2012,39

[31]). Notice that the case of mixed continuous and binary variables,D2, is a special40

case ofD1, because by adding non-convex terms to the objective (1), one can enforce41

integrability on the decision variables,cf.Horst, Pardalos & Thoai (2000, [20]). How-42

ever, this transformation is more of theoretical value because these non-convex terms43

require constants that are difficult to determine. Obviously, D1 includes the casesD344

andD4.45

We are not interested in solving problem (1)-(4) to global optimality because46

we assume that there are global solvers available, which cansolve this optimization47

problem (or variations of it) to global optimality. Rather,we are interested in finding48

linearε-approximations of the optimization problem (1)-(4) in thefollowing sense:49

Definition 1 (ε-approximated problem) Let x∗ be a globally optimal solution to50

(1)-(4) and| · | denote the absolute value function. We call an optimizationproblem51

an ε-approximated problem, if for any optimal solutiony∗ of the ε-approximated52

problem,y∗ satisfies the following properties:53

P1 : |gi(y
∗)| ≤ ε , i = 1, . . . ,m1

P2 : h j(y
∗)≤ ε , j = 1, . . . ,m2

P3 : | f (x∗)− f (y∗)| ≤ ε .

Linearε-approximations satisfying propertiesP1-P3 often require non-convexand54

non-concave piecewise linear functions, which can be expressed via linear functions55
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and breakpoints. Thus, one obtains a MILP, approximating the nonlinear optimiza-56

tion problem (1)-(4) via such linearε-approximations (for more details, see Sec-57

tion 3). The size of the resulting MILP depends crucially on the number of break-58

points and one can expect that the MILP has significantly morevariables than the59

original MINLP/NLP (1)-(4).60

The definition of theε-approximated problem assumes that both the original non-61

linear optimization problem as well as the approximated problem are feasible. How-62

ever, to safely detect infeasibility of the nonlinear optimization problem (1)-(4) is an63

interesting problem by itself. Particularly, one might askfor the additional property64

on anε-approximated problem65

P4 : if the ε-approximated problem is infeasible,

then the global optimization problem (1)-(4) is also infeasible.

If an optimization problem is infeasible, then we use the convention for minimization66

problems that the “optimal” objective function value is infinity, e.g., f (x∗) = ∞.67

We note that feasible solutions to theε-approximated problem might not be fea-68

sible to the NOP. This relaxation enables us to obtain valid lower bounds on the69

optimal objective function value of NOP. Upper bounds (e.g., feasible solutions to70

NOP) can be obtained using local (NLP) solvers, given the computed solution as a71

starting point. For further details, please refer to Section 3.72

Finding mixed-integer linearε-approximated representations is of particular in-73

terest, when problem (1)-(4) is embedded into a much larger optimization problem,74

typically a MILP. By including the nonlinear optimization problem, one obtains a75

large-scale MINLP, which tends to be very difficult to solve to global optimality. By76

reformulating the nonlinear problem as a MILP, one obtains alarge-scale MILP for-77

mulation of the original problem. Such MILPs can then be solved using commercial78

solvers like CPLEX, Gurobi, or Xpress. Furthermore, the obtained solutions can be79

fed into a local MINLP solver for the final refinement.80

We mention two potential applications fitting into this framework: (1) supply net-81

work problems and (2) power system optimization problems. (1) Typical supply net-82

work problems, which gave the primary motivation for theε-approximated repre-83

sentations are those production planning and distributions problems with additional84

design aspects described by Kallrath (2002, [21]) or Kallrath & Maindl (2006, Chap.85

8, [22]). (2) Power system optimization problems in the short or mid-term,i.e., such86

as unit commitment or economics dispatch problems, often involve the scheduling87

generation of large, real power systems. Such models are typically formulated using88

MILP techniques. However, as soon as gas-networks or the electricity grid play a cru-89

cial role, MINLP techniques are required. Modeling of gas orelectricity networks in-90

volve (highly) non-convex constraint systems. As such, nonlinear optimization mod-91

els need to be solved to global optimality within the framework of the, potentially,92

much larger generation scheduling problems.93

The contributions of this paper are various methods to systematically construct94

optimal (or “good”) breakpoint systems, satisfying propertiesP1-P4, for functions de-95

pending on one variable. Due to theε-limited discretization error and the minimal96

number of breakpoints, the solution of the MILP problem can be obtained in reason-97
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able time (though the approximated problem is still NP-hard) and serves as a good98

approximation to the global optimum. More specifically:99

1. We develop algorithms which allow to compute theprovenminimal number of100

breakpoints required to piecewise linearly and continuously approximate any con-101

tinuous function over a compactum (the methodology works also if the function102

has finitely many discontinuities).103

2. For a given number of breakpoints, we develop an algorithmwhich can compute104

the tightest possible piecewise linear and continuous approximator; tightest in105

the sense of minimizing the largest deviation between the approximator and the106

function.107

3. For a givenδ > 0, we can compute piecewise linear and continuousδ -under- and108

δ -overestimators.109

4. We prove existence ofδ -approximators,δ -under- andδ -overestimators as well110

as the finite convergence of all developed algorithms.111

This paper is continued by a second paper with discussions onbivariate functions112

and transformations of multivariate functions to lower dimensional functions, see113

Rebennack & Kallrath (2012, [31]).114

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2provides a review of115

relevant literature. The discussion on approximator systems (Section 3) motivates the116

construction of approximator, over- and underestimators for single functions. The117

construction of these approximations are discussed for univariate functions (Sec-118

tion 4). Finally, we conclude with a discussion in Section 5.119

2 Literature Review120

Within the mathematical programming community, approximating or interpolating121

nonlinear functions by piecewise linear function is closely related tospecial ordered122

sets. Tomlin (1988,[36]) is a good resource on the historical milestones of the concept123

of special ordered sets (of type 1, SOS-1, and of type 2, SOS-2; originally named124

S1 and S2 sets) explicitly introduced by Beale and Tomlin (1970, [2]), but already125

used earlier by Beale (1963,[1]) to deal with piecewise linear functions, or nonlinear126

functions approximated by piecewise linear functions. Perdefinition, at most one of127

the (usually, non-negative) variablesλ i of a special ordered set of type 1 can have128

a nonzero value. In standard SOS-1 sets, one exploits monotonicity with respect to129

the ordering of the set elements to separate subsets of the set members, and often130

a convexity constraint,∑b λ b = 1, is present. The special order is usually reflected131

in a reference row,e.g., c= ∑bCbλ b, where the SOS-1 set is used to select the best132

capacity. Branching on SOS-1 sets works efficiently if the discrete capacities,Cb, are133

a monotonously increasing function of the indexb. This example is discussed in great134

detail by Kallrath and Wilson (1997, Section 6.7.1, [23]).135

Beale and Forrest (1976, [3]) present the idea of linear approximations to compute136

the global minimum of nonconvex nonlinear functions using non-negative variables137

λ b forming a SOS-2 set. These variables are subject to the condition that at most two138

of them can have non-zero values and the two non-negative variables can only occur139
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for adjacent indices. Beale and Forrest develop efficient branching schemes to exploit140

this structure. If used for interpolation, the convexity constraint141

∑
b

λb = 1

is added. Since 1976, various contributions elaborated on the usage of SOS-2, among142

them Farias et al. (2000, [9], 2008, [10]) optimizing a discontinuous separable piece-143

wise linear function, Leyffer et al. (2008, [25]) constructing a Branch-and-Refine144

algorithm for mixed integer nonconvex global optimization, or Vielma et al. (2009,145

[37]) developing a unifying framework and extensions to mixed-integer models for146

nonseparable piecewise-linear optimization problems, and the recent work by Vielma147

& Nemhauser (2011, [38]) using significantly fewer binary variables growing only148

logarithmically in the number of breakpoints.149

Given these latest developments, one might argue that the number of breakpoints150

is not so critical anymore. While in many cases this may be true for well behaved151

functions, for large intervals and expressions involving trigonometric functions or152

functions with many local extrema it still may be crucial to keep the number of153

breakpoints as small as possible if piecewise linear approximations are embedded154

in otherwise large MILP models.155

Let us at this point recall what we have in mind: We aim for tight approximators156

(not only interpolators) with a guaranteed accuracy by exploiting the placements of157

breakpoints as a degree of freedom. The framework by Vielma &Nemhauser prof-158

its from tight approximators greatly: For the same number ofbreakpoints and con-159

straints, we can expect to have (better) bounds for NOP when using tight approxima-160

tors.161

All publications listed above use agivenset of breakpoints,b, with known ar-162

guments,Xb, and function valuesFb := f (Xb) allowing to interpolateboth function163

arguments164

x= ∑
b

Xbλ b and function values f (x) = ∑
b

Fbλb .

Misener and Floudas (2010, [29]) presented explicit, piecewise-linear formulations165

of two- or three dimensional functions based on simplices.166

To compute optimal breakpoints or optimal triangulations,we need to solve mixed167

integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problems and semi-infinite programming168

(SIP) problems to global optimality: The tremendous effortin these fields (MINLP169

and Global Optimization) has been reviewed by Floudas (2000, [13]), Tawarmalani170

and Sahinidis (2002, [34]), Tawarmalani and Sahinidis (2004, [35]), Grossmann (2002,171

[18]), and Floudaset al. (2005, [14]). The bookFrontiers in Global Optimization172

edited by Floudas and Pardalos (2004, [15]) gives a good overview about trends and173

activities in the field, and Liberti and Maculan (2006, [26])cover theory and imple-174

mentations.175

The semi-infinite programming (SIP) problems we are encountering have a finite176

number of optimization variables, but an infinite number of nonlinear, non-convex177

constraints. We approach them by discretization which leads to a finite number of178

constraints followed by a test involving the computation ofthe global maximum of179
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the deviation function. If the test fails, we refine the grid close to the idea of Blanken-180

ship and Falk (1976, [5]). SIP has a rich field of literature. Therefore, we refer the181

reader to the surveys by Hettich and Kortanek (1993, [19]), or Lopez and Still (2007,182

[27]).183

Finally, in the context of over- and underestimators, the notion of outer (or inner)184

approximation is a valuable concept in Mathematical Programming, and, especially,185

in solving MINLP problems, cf. Duran and Grossmann (1986, [11]), Fletcher and186

Leyffer (1994, [12]), Borchers and Mitchell (1997, [6]), Kesavan et al. (2004, [24]),187

or Bergamini et al. (2008, [4]).188

However, unlike in the seminal work by McCormick (1976, [28]), we construct189

piecewise linear over- and underestimators which are only piecewise convex, but190

not necessarily globally convex. Similarly, in outer approximation one usually ap-191

proximates the feasible region by tangents or tangent hyperplanes constructed by192

Taylor series expansions in points of the feasible region’sboundary. Instead, in our193

approach, we use piecewise linear functions to piecewise approximate the feasible194

region from inside or outside. Note that our goal is to derivebest approximations to195

NLP or MINLP problems to be solved in the framework of MILP formulations; we196

are not seeking the global optimum.197

Rosen and Pardalos (1986, [32]) proposed the use of piecewise linear interpo-198

lators using equidistance breakpoints for concave quadratic minimization problems199

(see also Pardalos and Rosen, 1987, [30, Chapter 8]). They are able to derive a condi-200

tion for the number of breakpoints needed in order to achievea given error tolerance.201

By concavity, their interpolators are underestimators. Tothe best knowledge of the202

authors, this is the first work which allows for the computation of breakpoints for203

a given error tolerance. In this respect, our work differs inthe following important204

points: (1) we distribute the breakpoints freely, (2) we allow shifts at the breakpoints,205

(3) we can treat general functions, and (4) we can compute theminimal number of206

breakpoints required to achieve a given accuracy.207

A recent publication by Geißler et al. (2012, [17]) and slightly earlier the dis-208

sertation by Geißler (2011,[16]) come in some parts close toour ideas but differ in209

the following aspects. The authors do not target on computing optimal breakpoint210

systems (minimal in the number of breakpoints) and they onlyestimate the approxi-211

mation error (or errors for over- and underestimating) for the general case of indefi-212

nite functions while we solve nonconvex NLP problems to global optimality leading213

to the tightest approximators. Their approach does not involve shift variables at the214

breakpoints which is an important degree of freedom leadingto a smaller number of215

breakpoints and tighter approximations. Our approach is more general in this aspect216

because it can handle arbitrary, indefinite functions regardless of their curvature. Our217

only requirement is that the functions have a finite number ofdiscontinuities over a218

compactum and is bounded (e.g., no singularities). Figure 10 of their paper shows dis-219

continuities in the over- or underestimators while our approach produces continuous220

ones.221
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3 General Properties of Approximator Systems222

In this section we formalize approximation to under and overestimator functions and223

establish their existence under mild conditions (see Section 3.1). We formalize the224

tightness of an approximator in Section 3.2 and connect the approximators to the225

nonlinear optimization problem of the form (1)-(4) in Section 3.3.226

3.1 Approximators, Under- and Overestimators227

First, let us recall the definitions of piecewise linear functions in n dimensions and228

derive from there a definition of a support area. We call a function ℓ : D = D1→ R229

in n-dimensionspiecewise linearif there exists a finite partition ofD, i.e.,
⋃

i Di ⊆ D230

with Di ⊆ Rn, such that for alli: ℓ is a linear function inDi andDi is connected. For231

a partition, we do not require the intersection of any two sets to be empty. However,232

we are particularly interested in partitions, in which the intersection of any two sets233

Di andD j yields a space of at mostn−1 dimensions. (Such a partition exists if the234

function is piecewise linear,cf. to the proof of Theorem 1.) We call any of theDi a235

support areafor function f .236

Definition 2 (δ -approximator) Let f : D = D1→ R be a function inn dimensions237

and let scalarδ > 0. A piecewise linear, continuous functionℓ : D→ R is called a238

δ -approximatorfor f , if the following property holds239

max
x∈D
|ℓ(x)− f (x)| ≤ δ . (5)

Theorem 1 (Existence ofδ -approximator) Let f : D = D1→ R be a continuous240

function in n dimensions andδ > 0. Then there exists aδ -approximator function241

ℓ : D→R for f with finitely many support areas.242

Proof We use the following definition for continuous functions:f is a continuous
function inx0 overD, if and only if ∀η > 0 ∃γ = γ(η)> 0 :

∀x∈ D with x∈ Bγ(x0) the following holds:f (x) ∈ Bη
(

f (x0)
)

,

where we define then dimensional open ball with centerzusing metric‖ · ‖ as243

Bµ(z) :=
{

x; ‖x− z‖< µ
}

. (6)

Construct theδ -approximatorℓ for f as follows (by induction).244

In the first step, choosex1
0 := X− with η := δ

2 and select an appropriateγ0. Now245

construct a hyperplaneh1 for x∈Bγ0

(
x1

0

)
with h1(x)∈Bη

(
f (x1

0)
)

(such a hyperplane246

exists becauseη ,γ0 > 0).247

In thek-th step, piecewise hyperplaneshl (l = 1, . . . ,k−1) in n dimensions are248

given on their unified domain
⋃k−1

l=1 Bγ l

(
xl

0

)
∩D along with the pointsxl

0 for l =249

1, . . . ,k−1 and the conditionBγm

(
xm

0

)
\⋃k−1

l=1,l 6=mBγ l

(
xl

0

)
6= /0 for all m= 1, . . . ,k−1.250

Choosexk
0 from the boundary of

⋃k−1
l=1 Bγ l

(
xl

0

)
and letγ0 be the corresponding value251
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to η = δ
2 and xk

0. Assign γk := infimuml=1,...,k−1{γ0,‖xk
0− xl

0‖}. Now construct a252

hyperplanehk for x∈ Bγk

(
xk

0

)
\⋃k−1

l=1 Bγ l

(
xl

0

)
∩D such thathk(x) ∈ Bη

(
f
(
xk

0

))
.253

Stop when
⋃

l Bγ l

(
xl

0

)
⊃ D and define the functionℓ as the collection of the hy-254

perplaneshk.255

Next, we have to show that the construction above stops afterfinitely many steps.256

The construction requires at most countably many steps, because for each givenη ,257

one can find arational γ (sinceQ is dense inR); thus,[X−,X+]
n can be covered by at258

most countably many open ballsBγ . AsD is a compact set and
⋃

l Bγ(xl
0) is an open259

cover ofD, there exists a finite subcover ofD. By construction, removing any open260

ball Bγ l

(
xl

0

)
from the cover destroys the cover (because pointxl

0 is not included in the261

cover). In other words,ℓ can be constructed with finitely many support areas.262

Now, we modify the construction above in such a way thatℓ is continuous onD.263

Therefore, we construct piecewise linear, continuous functions, which are basically264

collections of hyperplanes in then dimensional space which are “glued” together. For265

the first step,h1 is continuous onBγ(x1
0)∩D. For thek-th step, use piecewise linear266

functionshk such that the collection ofhi (i = 1, . . . ,k) defines a continuous function267

over
⋃k

l=1Bγ(xl
0)∩D. Such a functionhk exists, because by induction, the collection268

of hi with i = 1, . . . ,k−1 defines a continuous function implying that at mostk−1269

support areas are necessary for the construction ofhk.270

By construction,ℓ satisfies (5). �271

If the domain of f can be partitioned finitely, such thatf is continuous and272

bounded on each support area, then one can construct a piecewise linearδ -approximator273

functionℓ : D→R for f with finitely many support areas (apply Theorem 1 for each274

support area wheref is continuous). However, one may not be able to impose conti-275

nuity on the functionℓ. In one dimension, the requirement of a finite partition means276

that f has finitely many points of discontinuity and is bounded.277

The existence ofδ -approximator functions raises the question as to how (com-278

putationally) difficult they are to construct. The answer issobering: for an arbitrary,279

continuous functionf and an arbitrary scalarδ > 0, it is NP-hardto check if a piece-280

wise linear, continuous functionℓ satisfies (5),i.e., to determine if there exists an281

x̃∈D such that|ℓ(x̃)− f (x̃)|> δ is NP-complete. This follows because solving282

max
x∈D
|ℓ(x)− f (x)|

has the same complexity as finding the global maximum of function f itself. (The re-283

duction can be strictly proven by choosingℓ≡ 0.) Thus, to compute aδ -approximator284

for an arbitrary, continuous function isNP-hard. We will introduce various methods285

to construct suchδ -approximator functions in the following sections.286

Under- and Overestimator are of special interest when safe bounds for optimiza-287

tion problems are desired. We discuss this in Section 3.3. Their definitions are for-288

malized s follows:289

Definition 3 (δ -underestimator / δ -overestimator)We call a functionℓ :D=D1→290

R aδ -underestimatorof function f : D→R, if condition (5) is satisfied along with291

ℓ(x)≤ f (x) x∈ D . (7)
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We call functionℓ a δ -overestimatorof function f , if −ℓ is a δ -underestimator of292

− f .293

The existence ofε-underestimator /ε-overestimator is immediate by Theorem 1294

under the same assumptions for functionf , by usingδ = ε
2 and shifting the con-295

structedδ -approximator byδ down / up. This procedure sustains the minimality of a296

support area system forδ -approximator functions:297

Corollary 1 Let ℓ : D→R be aδ -approximator for f: D→R with a minimal num-298

ber of support areas and letε = 2δ . Thenℓ−(x) = ℓ(x)− δ and ℓ+(x) = ℓ(x)+ δ299

define anε-underestimator and anε-overestimator, respectively, for f with a mini-300

mal number of support areas.301

Proof The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there is anε-underestimatorℓ∗− for302

f with less support areas thanℓ− for f . Then,ℓ∗− has also less support areas than303

δ -approximatorℓ. With ℓ∗ := ℓ∗−+
ε
2, ℓ∗ is δ -approximator forf with less support304

areas thanℓ, contradicting the minimality of the number of support areas of ℓ. �305

3.2 Tightness of Approximator Systems306

Next to the minimality of the number of support areas, we are interested in obtaining307

tight approximators, under- or overestimators. This leadsto the following definition:308

Definition 4 (tightness)A δ -approximator,δ -underestimator orδ -overestimator with309

B support areas for functionf is called tighter than aϑ -approximator,ϑ -under-310

estimator orϑ -overestimator, respectively, withB support areas for functionf , if311

δ ≤ ϑ . A δ -approximator,δ -underestimator orδ -overestimator withB support areas312

is calledtight for f (x), if there is notighter ϑ -approximator,ϑ -underestimator or313

ϑ -overestimator forf .314

Interestingly, tightness is preserved when shifting approximators to obtain under- or315

-overestimators:316

Corollary 2 Let ℓ : D→R be a tightδ -approximator for f: D→R and letε = 2δ .317

Thenℓ−(x) = ℓ(x)− δ andℓ+(x) = ℓ(x)+ δ define a tightε-underestimator and an318

ε-overestimator, respectively, for f with the same number ofsupport areas.319

Proof The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there is aϑ -underestimatorℓ∗−320

for f which is tighter thanℓ−, i.e., ϑ < 2δ . Then,ℓ∗ := ℓ∗− + ϑ
2 , is a tighter ϑ

2 -321

approximator forf thanℓ becauseϑ
2 < δ , contradicting the tightness ofℓ. �322

Note that we call a piecewise linear approximatorℓ tight for function f , if the max-323

imal deviation ofℓ and f is minimal. Practically, however, we are also interested in324

minimizing the area betweenℓ and f . Thus, ideally, one should compute325

1. first, the minimum number of support areasB∗ needed to obtain a givenδ -appro-326

ximation ,327

2. second, find a tightϑ -approximator withB∗ support areas (ϑ ≤ δ ), and328
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3. third, compute aϑ -approximator withB∗ support areas which minimizes the area329

between theϑ -approximator andf .330

This applies also to under- and overestimators. In this paper, we treat only on the first331

and the second computational step of this three phase method.332

3.3 Approximator Systems333

The existence ofδ -approximator functions allows us to apply them in the context of334

problem (1)-(4). One obtains the following335

Theorem 2 Given is problem (1)-(4) withD being either D1 or D2. With a function336

ℓ over D1 satisfying (5) forδ := ε
2, any optimal solution of337

min ℓ(y) (8)

s.t. g(y) = 0 (9)

h(y)≤ 0 (10)

y∈ D (11)

satisfies properties P1-P3. Furthermore, (8)-(11) satisfies P4.338

Proof Assume that (8)-(11) is infeasible. As the feasible region of (9)-(11) is identical339

to the feasible region of (2)-(4), one obtainsP4.340

Now, assume that (8)-(11) is feasible. Then, there is nothing to show forP1 and341

P2.342

For P3, let y∗ be an optimal solution to (8)-(11) andx∗ be an optimal solution to
(1)-(4). We use a proof by contradiction: assume that

f (x∗) /∈ Bε
(

f (y∗)
)

,

where the closed ball is defined, consistently with (6), as343

Bµ(z) :=
{

x; |x− z| ≤ µ
}

.

By (5), we obtain344

ℓ(y∗) ∈ Bδ
(

f (y∗)
)

,

ℓ(x∗) ∈ Bδ
(

f (x∗)
)

.

By assumption,Bδ
(

f (y∗)
)
∩Bδ

(
f (x∗)

)
= /0 and becausef (x∗) ≤ f (y∗) due to the345

optimality ofx∗, we have thatℓ(x∗)< ℓ(y∗) which contradicts optimality ofy∗. �346

An interesting special case for Theorem 2 is wheng andh are linear functions.347

One might expect thatx∗ = y∗ in most cases. However, note thatx∗ does not even348

have to be “close” toy∗ in general.349

Theorem 2 shows that if the “difficult” nonlinear relations only occur in the ob-350

jective function, then linearε−approximations work fine to approximate the origi-351

nal nonlinear optimization problem. However, if nonlinearterms occur in difficult to352
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handle constraints, and even more complicating, in equality constraints, we rather use353

linear under- and overestimators.354

By using underestimators for the objective function for minimization problems,355

one obtains the following interesting result.356

Proposition 1 Theorem 2 still holds, if we replaceℓ with anε-underestimator for f .357

Proof We have that358

f (y∗)− ℓ(y∗)≤ ε
f (x∗)≥ l(y∗)

which implies f (y∗)− f (x∗)≤ ε. Thus,P3 holds. �359

Proposition 1 allows a tighter approximation of the global optimization problem360

than Theorem 2 in the case of underestimators.361

By relaxing the feasible region(outer approximation), lower bounds on the op-362

timal objective function of the original problem can be calculated, which may be363

useful to solve the problem approximately to global optimality. This is formalized in364

the next theorem:365

Theorem 3 (outer approximation)Given is problem (1)-(4) withD being either D1366

or D2. With functionsℓ−,gi− beingε-underestimators for f and gi , respectively, and367

gi+,h j+ beingε-overestimators for gi and hj , respectively, any optimal solution y∗ of368

min ℓ−(y) (12)

s.t. gi+(y)≤ 0 , i = 1, . . . ,m1 (13)

gi−(y)≥ 0 , i = 1, . . . ,m1 (14)

h j+(y)≤ 0 , j = 1, . . . ,m2 (15)

y∈ D (16)

satisfies properties P1, P2 andℓ−(y∗)≤ f (x∗). Furthermore, (12)-(16) satisfies P4.369

Proof P1 andP2 hold by construction of (13)-(16). The conditionℓ−(y∗)≤ f (x∗) and370

P4 hold true because any feasible solutionx to (1)-(4) is also feasible for (12)-(16).�371

By Theorem 3, any optimal solution of (12)-(16) defines a (valid) lower bound372

to the original problem (1)-(4). An upper bound can be obtained,e.g., by running a373

local solver (using the obtained solutiony∗).374

One may wonder, if it is possible to prove a stronger version of Theorem (3) along375

the lines of Theorem 2. To do so, consider the following one dimensional example376

for any positive scalarM:377

min Mx1

s.t. −x2
1+

ε
2
≤ 0

x1 ∈ {0,1} ,
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with the (unique) optimal solutionx∗1 = 1 and optimal objective function valuef (x∗1)=378

M. Let ℓ+ be anε-overestimator ofh(x) :=−x2
1+

ε
2 . Thus, any optimization problem379

of the form380

min My1 (17)

s.t. ℓ+(y1)≤ 0 (18)

y1 ∈ {0,1} , (19)

may allowy∗1 = 0 as an optimal solution of (17)-(19) with objective function value 0.381

(The interested reader may construct an example over a discrete domain, by replacing382

the domain by[0,1] and adding the termMx1(1− x1) to the objective, and working383

with naε-underestimator for the objective.)384

In this example, one could only avoid the phenomenon of arbitrary large differ-385

ences in the objective function, by using aδ -overestimator ofh(x) with δ < ε
2.386

When shrinking the feasible region(inner approximation), one may obtain an387

upper bound on the objective function of the original problem if the approximated388

problem is feasible.389

Theorem 4 (inner approximation)Given is problem (1)-(4) withD being either D1390

or D2. With functions hj− beingε-underestimators for hj and ℓ+ beingε-overesti-391

mators for f (hj and f are defined over D1), any optimal solution y∗ of392

min ℓ+(y) (20)

s.t. g(y) = 0 (21)

h j−(y)≤ 0 , j = 1, . . . ,m2 (22)

y∈ D (23)

satisfies properties P1, P2 andℓ−(y∗)≥ f (x∗).393

Note thatP4 does not hold for the inner approximation (20)-(23).394

In the following sections we focus on the construction of tight, minimal piecewise395

linear approximators, over- and underestimators for single functions rather than a396

system of functions. These estimators can then be embedded via Theorems 2, 3, 4 as397

well as Proposition 1 into nonlinear optimization problemsof the from (1)-(4).398

4 Univariate Functions399

In this section we discuss the construction of breakpoint systems for one dimensional400

functionsf : D= D3→R. For one-dimensional functions, a support area is an inter-401

val and we call the two end-points of each intervalbreakpoints. As such, any function402

f has at least two breakpoints. Thus, minimizing the number ofsupport areas is equiv-403

alent to minimizing the number of breakpoints for one-dimensional functions. All the404

developed methods in the following sections apply as well for each component of the405

functionsg andh defined in the constraint set of problem (1)-(4).406
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4.1 Computing an Optimal Set of Breakpoints407

We are looking for a piecewise linear, continuous functionℓ : D= D3→ R that sat-408

isfies condition (5),i.e., a δ -approximator forf . The functionℓ(x) depends on the409

breakpointsb ∈B. Let B := {1, . . . ,B} be a sufficiently large, finite set of break-410

points. Later, we explicitly define what “sufficiently large” means in this context (see411

Corollary 4). Each breakpointb ∈B occurs at the pointxb ∈ (X−,X+]. Given such412

a functionℓ satisfying condition (5), we are further interested in a minimal set of413

breakpoints and their locations or argumentsxb.414

In the improved SOS-2 based interpolation scheme, we allow the linear approx-415

imator to deviate bysb from the function valuesf (xb) at the breakpoint arguments416

xb, wheresb ∈ [−δ ,+δ ] allows us to change the orientation of the piecewise linear417

segments. Once, we have computedxb andsb, the interpolation (5) is replaced by418

f (x) = ∑
b

( f (xb)+ sb)λ b ,

which again leads to a continuous linear approximator. To keep our formulas simple,419

we define420

φ (xb) = f (xb)+ sb , ∀b∈B . (24)

The ideal situation would minimize the number of breakpoints and compute the421

corresponding optimal distribution of these breakpoints,satisfying condition (5). By422

using interpolation techniques, one can construct a piecewise linear, continuous func-423

tion ℓ:424

OBSC :z∗ = min ∑
b∈B

χb (25)

s.t. xb−1≤ xb , ∀b∈B (26)

xb≥ X−+(X+−X−) (1− χb) , ∀b∈B (27)

xb− xb−1≥
1
M

χb , ∀b∈B (28)

xb− xb−1≤ (X+−X−)χb , ∀b∈B (29)

yb = xb− xb−1+1− χb , ∀b∈B (30)

χx
bx≤ χb , ∀b∈B, ∀x∈ [X−,X+] (31)

xb−1−X− (1− χx
bx)≤ x≤ xb+X+ (1− χx

bx) ,

∀b∈B, ∀x∈ [X−,X+] (32)

ℓb(x) := φ (xb−1)+
φ (xb)−φ(xb−1)

yb
(x− xb−1) ,

∀b∈B, ∀x∈ [X−,X+] (33)

ℓ(x) := ∑
b∈B

ℓb(x)χx
bx , ∀x∈ [X−,X+] (34)

|ℓ(x)− f (x)| ≤ δ , ∀x∈ [X−,X+] (35)

xb ∈ [X−,X+], sb ∈ [−δ ,+δ ], χb ∈ {0,1}, χx
bx∈ {0,1},

yb≥
1
M
, ∀b∈B, ∀x∈ [X−,X+] (36)
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where we definex0 := X− andφ(xb) is given by (24).425

The binary indicator variableχb has value 1, if breakpointb∈B is included in the426

linear approximationℓ and 0 otherwise. Constraints (26) sort the breakpoints while427

(27) connects variablesχb with the coordinatesxb of the breakpoints. Particularly, if428

χb = 0, inequalities (27) implyxb =X+, i.e., all inactive breakpoints are placed on the429

upper bound, or equivalently, all breakpoints not includedin the construction ofℓ are430

set toX+. Note that the number of breakpoints included inℓ is thusz∗ +2, because the431

objective (25) does not countx0 = X− andxb = X+ as breakpoints forℓ. Variablesyb432

take valuexb−xb−1 if xb−xb−1 > 0 and 1 otherwise. This is modeled via constraints433

(28)-(30) with an appropriate constantM (e.g., 1
M equals machine precision).Variable434

χx
bx is 1, if x∈ [xb−1,xb] and 0 otherwise. This is modeled via constraints (31)-(32).435

The definitions (33)-(34) should not be interpreted as constraints but rather as aux-436

iliary definitions to construct the functionℓ as a shifted interpolation of functionf .437

Note that inequality (35) turns our problem into the class ofSIP. As formulation (25)-438

(36) leads to anOptimal BreakpointSystem using aContinuum approach forx, we439

call it “OBSC.” This discussion implies440

Corollary 3 If OBSC is feasible, thenℓ is a δ -approximator for f with the minimum441

number of breakpoints being z∗+2.442

Note that any feasible solution to OBSC withB breakpoints can be extended443

to be valid for OBSC for anyB ≥ B, by assigningχb = 0, xb = X+, andyb = 1444

for anyB \B and copying the values for other variables from the solutionwith B445

breakpoints. This implies thatz∗(B) ≥ z∗(B). If OBSC is infeasible forB, then it is446

also infeasible forB. Furthermore, if OBSC is feasible forB, thenz∗(B) = z∗(B).447

Thus, they are either equal, or one is finite and the other is+∞. The existence of a448

finite choice forB to make OBSC feasible is established in449

Corollary 4 If f is a continuous function over D3, then there exists a finite B∗ such450

that for all B≥ B∗ OBSC is feasible.451

Proof We need to prove that any continuous functionf can be constructed via in-452

terpolation (as proposed in (33)) with finitely many breakpoints (this proves the ex-453

istence of a finiteB∗). However, this follows by using the arguments of the proof454

of Theorem 1 and using interpolation to construct the hyperplaneshk. Once such a455

finite B∗ has been obtained, then for allB≥ B∗, OBSC is feasible with the above456

construction. �457

Note thatx in OBSC is not a decision variable and can vary in the interval458

[X−,X+]. This makes OBSC a semi-infinite MINLP problem, which are notoriously459

difficult to solve. To obtain a computationally tracktable mathematical program, we460

discretize the continuum constraints (35) intoI finite constraints of the form461

|ℓ(xi)− f (xi)| ≤ ε , ∀i ∈ I := {1, . . . , I} , (37)

for appropriately selected grid pointsxi . Applying this approach toeachof the B462

breakpointsxb in formulation OBSC leads to the following Discretized Optimal Break-463

point System (OBSD):464

OBSD :zD∗ = min ∑
b∈B

χb (38)
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s.t. xb−1≤ xb , ∀b∈B (39)

xb ≥ X−+(X+−X−)(1− χb) , ∀b∈B (40)

xb− xb−1≥
1
M

χb , ∀b∈B (41)

xb− xb−1≤ (X+−X−)χb , ∀b∈B (42)

yb = xb− xb−1+1− χd , ∀b∈B (43)

xbi = xb−1+
i

I +1
(xb− xb−1) , ∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (44)

lbi = φ(xb−1)+
φ(xb)−φ(xb−1)

yb
(xbi− xb−1) ,

∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (45)

|lbi− f (xbi)| ≤ δ , ∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (46)

xb ∈ [X−,X+], sb ∈ [−δ ,+δ ], χb ∈ {0,1}, yb≥
1
M
,

xbi ∈ [X−,X+], lbi free, ∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (47)

with variablesxbi are the uniform discretization or grid point within the breakpoint465

interval[xb−1,xb], and variableslbi evaluate the interpolation ofφ(xb−1) andφ(xb) at466

pointxbi with φ (xb) being defined by (24).467

The size (in terms of number of variables and constraints) ofOBSD depends468

strongly on the number of breakpoints,B, and the discretization sizeI . Constraints469

(45) and (46) make problem OBSD a highly non-convex MINLP. Thus, OBSD is470

potentially a large-scale MINLP which is very hard to solve.However, ifX− andX+471

are relatively close together, then OBSD might be computationally tractable iff is472

not too “bad.”473

A piecewise linear, continuous functionℓ can be constructed by using the break-
pointsx∗b obtained from solving OBSD using interpolation as in (45). For this function
ℓ, one must solve

z∗ℓ = max
x∈[X−,X+]

|ℓ(x)− f (x)|

to global optimality to check whether or not its objective function value does exceed474

δ . If z∗ℓ ≤ δ , thenℓ defines aδ -approximator forf . If not, then increasing the interval475

discretization sizeI and resolving OBSD might help. However, one may be forced to476

also increase the number of breakpoints. We summarize this in the following477

Corollary 5 Let OBSD be feasible for B and I. Ifℓ constructed from(45) satisfies478

(5), thenℓ is a δ -approximator for f with the minimum number of breakpoints being479

zD∗+2. If ℓ does not satisfy (5), then zD∗+2 defines a lower bound on the minimum480

number of breakpoints on anyδ -approximator for f .481

Alternatively to discretizing each breakpoint interval into I grid points, one can482

distributeI a priori given grid points within the interval[X−,X+]:483

OBSI :z∗ = min ∑
b∈B

χb (48)

s.t. xb−1≤ xb , ∀b∈B (49)
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xb≥ X−+(X+−X−) (1− χb) , ∀b∈B (50)

xb− xb−1≥
1
M

χd
b , ∀b∈B (51)

xb− xb−1≤ (X+−X−)χd
b , ∀b∈B (52)

yb = xb− xb−1+1− χd
b , ∀b∈B (53)

χx
bi ≤ χb , ∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (54)

xb−1−X− (1− χx
bi)≤ xi ≤ xb+X+ (1− χx

bi) ,

∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (55)

lbi = φ(xb−1)+
φ (xb)−φ(xb−1)

yb
(xi− xb−1) ,

∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (56)

l i = ∑
b∈B

ℓbiχx
bi , ∀i ∈ I (57)

|l i− f (xi)| ≤ δ , ∀i ∈ I (58)

xb ∈ [X−,X+], χb ∈ {0,1}, χx
bi ∈ {0,1}, yb≥

1
M
,

sb ∈ [−δ ,+δ ], lb free, lbi free, ∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (59)

wherexi =
i
I (X+−X−)+X− are now input data andφ(xb) is obtained by (24).484

Let us compare OBSD with OBSI. For one, OBSD does not require both the485

B· I binary variablesχx
bi and constraints (54), (55), (57). Second, additionalB· I con-486

tinuous variablesxbi are introduced in the OBSD formulation, requiring constraints487

(44). Furthermore, constraints (45) involve the additional variablesxbi compared to488

constraints (56). Though binary variables tend to be computationally burdensome,489

nonconvex terms are at least as computationally challenging. Thus, it is not a priori490

clear which formulation, OBSD or OBSI, is computationally superior.491

Note that an equivalent version to Corollary 5 exists for OBSI.492

4.2 Computing a Tightδ -Approximator for a Fixed Number of Breakpoints493

Overall, problems OBSC, OBSD and OBSI are in general too large and difficult to494

solve. Only for modest numbers of breakpoints and not too many discretization points495

there is a chance to solve these problems to global optimality. Alternatively, we could496

solve the optimal distribution of a fixed number,B, of breakpoints for the discretized497

continuum constraint498

|ℓ(xi)− f (xi)| ≤ µ , ∀i ∈ I

and minimizeµ followed by a check whetherµ is less than or equal to our approxi-499

mation quality (e.g., δ ).500

We use the idea of formulation OBSD and discretize each interval (xb−1,xb) into501

I equidistant grid points. This puts us into the advantageoussituation that we know to502

which breakpoint interval the variablesxbi belong to,i.e., we do not need the binary503

variablesχx
bi. By forcing the usage of exactlyB−1 breakpoints (note, we do not count504
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x0 = X− norxB = X+ as breakpoints), we can also eliminate the binary variablesχb.505

We obtain a continuous NLP:506

FBSD :µ∗ = min µ (60)

s.t. xb− xb−1≥
1
M

, ∀b∈B (61)

lbi = φ (xb−1)+
φ(xb)−φ(xb−1)

xb− xb−1
(xbi− xb−1) ,

∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (62)

xbi = xb−1+
i

I +1
(xb− xb−1) , ∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (63)

|lbi− f (xbi)| ≤ µ , ∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (64)

xb ∈ [X−,X+], xbi ∈ [X−,X+], lbi free ,

µ ≥ 0, sb ∈ [−δ ,+δ ], ∀b∈B, ∀i ∈ I (65)

Note that at the breakpoints the function deviation is bounded byδ . Therefore,507

we do not need discretization points at the breakpoints. Thesolution of the FBSD508

minimization problem provides a breakpoint systemxb, the shift variablessb, and the509

minimal value,µ∗. Note that both are functions ofB and I , i.e., µ∗ = µ∗(B, I) and510

xb = xb(B, I).511

The obtained breakpoints and shift variables yield aϑ -approximator forf (x). In512

order to computeϑ , we solve the maximization problem513

δ b(B, I) := max
x∈[xb−1,xb]

|ℓ(x)− f (x)|

for each interval[xb−1,xb], to yield

ϑ = δ ∗(B, I) := max
b∈B

δ b(B, I) .

Let δ ∗-approximator be a tight approximator withB breakpoints. Then the opti-514

mal solution value of FBSD is a lower bound onδ ∗, i.e., µ∗ ≤ δ ∗. Thus, if µ∗ = ϑ ,515

thenϑ = δ ∗ and the computedϑ -approximator is tight. By choosing the discretiza-516

tion sizeI appropriately,µ∗(B, I) andδ ∗(B, I) can get arbitrarily close to each other.517

In other words, for a fixed number of breakpoints, FBSD can calculate the tightest518

possible approximator. This is formalized in the next519

Corollary 6 Let f be a continuous function and B be fixed. Then, for eachη > 0,520

there exists a finite I∗, such thatµ∗(B, I∗)+η ≥ δ ∗(B, I∗).521

Proof Functiond(x) := |ℓ(x)− f (x)| is continuous in[X−,X+]. By definition of a522

continuous function inx0 ∈ [X−,X+], we can find for eachη > 0 (this is the sameη523

as in the Corollary) aγ > 0 such thatd(x) ∈ Bη
2
(d(x0)) for all x∈ Bγ(x0). Now, we524

just need to make sure that each open ballBγ(x0) contains (at least) onexbi (the shift525

variables are continuous and thus not of a concern here).526

For a givenη > 0, we can find a finite series ofγ ’s such that the corresponding527

open balls cover[X−,X+], because[X−,X+] is compact. Letγ∗ be the smallest among528

all γ ’s and chooseI∗ := (X+−X−) 1
γ∗ +1. �529
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The proof of Corollary 6 does not provide a practical way of choosingI∗. Further-530

more,µ∗(·, I) is not a monotonic decreasing function inI (a monotonic decreasing531

optimal objective function value might help to computationally find the tightestδ -532

approximator). However, for givenI , µ∗ provides a lower bound on any approxima-533

tor quality whileδ ∗ defines an upper bound. Thus, ifµ∗ andδ ∗ are close enough to534

each other (e.g., machine precision), thenδ ∗-approximator is the tightest possibleδ -535

approximator forf with B breakpoints. This suggests the following algorithm on how536

to compute a tightδ -approximator: chooseI ∈ N and solve FBSD; ifδ ∗(B, I) = µ∗,537

then we have found a tightϑ -approximator, otherwise increaseI and start over until538

δ ∗(B, I) = µ∗. By Corollary 6, this procedure terminates in finitely many steps (at539

least up to a certain precision whenδ ∗(B, I)≈ µ∗).540

Observe thatµ∗(B, Ĩ) is a monotonic non-increasing function in the number of541

breakpointsB, with Ĩ ≥ I∗(B). This monotonicity enables us to compute aδ -approxi-542

mator with the least number of breakpoints as follows: startwith an initial number of543

breakpoints and compute a tightϑ -approximator via the methods described above;544

if ϑ ≤ δ , thenϑ -approximator is aδ -approximator with the least number of break-545

points, otherwise, increase the number of breakpoints by one and start over.546

Point symmetric functions are somewhat special in the distribution of approxima-547

tor systems:548

Theorem 5 Let f : [X−,X+]→ R be a continuous function which is point symmetric549

at X−+X+
2 . Then, there exists an optimal (least number of breakpointsB∗ and tightest550

among all approximators with B∗ breakpoints)δ -approximator which is point sym-551

metric at X−+X+
2 .552

Proof Let y := X−+X+
2 andx∗b, b ∈ B, be a breakpoint system forf with minimal553

numberB∗ of breakpoints with a non-symmetricδ -approximator.554

If y is one of the breakpoints, then it is easy to see thatB∗ is odd and that there555

has to be an optimal, point symmetricδ -approximator.556

If B∗ is odd, then one can construct an optimal, symmetric breakpoint system as557

follows: add a breakpoint aty and axially mirror the breakpoint system with fewer558

breakpoints in one of the intervals. The constructed approximator has the same tight-559

ness as the original approximator.560

Otherwise, ifB∗ is even, then there has to be the same number of breakpoints in561

each of the two intervals (reasoning follows below). In thiscase, one mirror the break-562

point systems for the intervals[X−,y) and(y,X+] where the corresponding breakpoint563

is closes toy, in order to obtain a symmetrically distributed breakpointsystem forf564

which is as tight as possible. In case that the number of breakpoints is different for565

each of the two intervals, one can mirror the breakpoint system with fewer break-566

points and add a breakpoint aty, leading to an approximator with the same (or better)567

tightness using fewer breakpoints. This is a contradiction. �568

4.3 Successively Computing a Good Set of Breakpoints569

In Section 4.1, we provided formulations to compute all breakpoints simultaneously570

by solving one optimization model. As we learn in Section 4.5, solving these math-571
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ematical programming problems is, computationally, very expensive, which is not572

surprising because we show in Section 3 that the computationof optimal breakpoint573

systems isNP-hard. Thus, we propose a forward scheme moving successively from574

x0 = X− to some breakpointxb≤ X+ covering the whole interval.575

For a given breakpoint,xb−1, we can compute the next breakpoint,xb, with the576

following SIP problem:577

BSB :ζ ∗ = max xb (66)

s.t.

∣∣∣∣φ(xb−1)+
φ (xb)−φ(xb−1)

xb− xb−1
(x− xb−1)− f (x)

∣∣∣∣≤ δ ,

∀x∈ [xb−1,xb] (67)

xb ∈ (xb−1,X+], sb ∈ [−δ ,+δ ] . (68)

When BSB is solved and an optimalx∗b as well as the shifting variables∗b is obtained,578

then bothx∗b ands∗b are fixed for the problemb+1 (if xb < X+). Thus, BSB contains579

only two decision variables forb> 1. However, forb= 1, we use the convention that580

x0 := X− and thats0 ∈ [−δ ,+δ ] is an additional decision variable for BSB. Though581

BSB only has two or three decision variables, it is difficult to solve because of the582

continuous constraints (67).583

The appearance of constraints (67) is worrisome as the decision variablexb ap-584

pears in the index set of the infinitely many constraint (67).However, we find this pre-585

sentation of problem BSB beneficial when discussing the presented heuristic methods586

below.587

Note that successively computing breakpoints by maximizing the length of the588

intervals does not necessarily lead to an optimal breakpoint system,i.e., aδ -approxi-589

mator with the least number of breakpoints. It might be beneficial, in certain cases, to590

consider intervals between two breakpoints which are not maximal length; particu-591

larly as maximizing the interval length may lead to a large shift variable which might592

decrease the length of the proceeding intervals. Therefore, consider the following593

continuous functionf (x) for fixed δ = 0.25 andx∈ [0,5]:594

f (x) :=





1, if x∈ [0,2)
−0.50+0.75x, if x∈ [2,3)
1.75− δ(x−3), if x∈ [3,4)
1.75− δ +2δ(x−4), if x∈ [4,5]

. (69)

Figure 1 showsf (x) together with a (unique) optimalδ -approximator using three595

breakpoints and aδ -approximator using four breakpoints obtained by a method max-596

imizing the interval length successively fromX− to X+.597

We present two heuristic methods to compute a breakpoint system iteratively,598

based on two different approaches on how to tackle problem BSB.599

4.3.1α-Forward Heuristic with Backward Iterations600

Similar to the setup in the previous section, we assume that abreakpointxb−1 is601

already given and that we want to find the next one,xb. The heuristic presented in602
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f (x)

x

1−δ
1

1+δ
1.75−δ

1.75
1.75+δ

1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 1: Maximizing the length of the intervals successivelyis not optimal, in general
— f (x)
— δ -tube aroundf (x)
- - (unique) optimalδ -approximator (3 breakpoints)
· · · δ -approximator maximizing interval length successively (4breakpoints)

this section fixes bothxb and the shift variables; they are decision variables in the603

heuristic presented in Section 4.3.2. We then need to check whether the obtained604

approximator satisfies∆b≤ δ , by solving605

∆b := max
x∈[xb−1,xb]

|ℓ(x)− f (x)| (70)

for interpolator606

ℓ(x) := φ(xb−1)+
φ (xb)−φ(xb−1)

xb−1− xb
(x− xb−1) (71)

to global optimality. If∆b≤ δ , then we acceptxb as the new breakpoint together with607

the shift variables. Otherwise, we try a different value forthe shift variables or shrink608

the interval and replace the current value ofxb by609

xb← xb−1+α(xb− xb−1) , 0< α < 1 . (72)

This idea is summarized in pseudo-code format in Algorithm 4.1. This heuristic610

method never gets “stuck:”611

Corollary 7 Algorithm 4.1 terminates after a finite number of iterationsfor any con-612

tinuous function f , anyδ > 0, anyα ∈ (0,1) and any D∈ N. The calculated break-613

points with the shift variables yield aδ -approximator for f .614

Proof We need to show that both the inner and the outer loop are finite.615

For the inner loop, consider the continuous functiond̃(x) :=
∣∣ℓ̃(x)− f (x)

∣∣ in x∈
[xb−1,X+] with fixed shift variablesb−1 andd̃(X+) = 0. Let δ̃ := δ − d̃(xb−1). Given
xb−1 andδ̃ > 0, then there exists anη > 0 such that for allx∈ [xb−1,xb−1+η): d̃(x)∈
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Algorithm 4.1 α-Forward Heuristic with Backward Iteration Computing aδ -
Approximator

1: // INPUT: Continuous functionf , scalarδ > 0, parameterα ∈ (0,1), and shift variable discretization
sizeD

2: // OUTPUT: Number of breakpoints,B, breakpoint systemxb and shift variablessb

3: // Initialize
4: x0 := X−, B := 0, b= 1, ands0 := 0
5: // Outer loop
6: repeat
7: // xb will be assignedX+ after first counter update
8: xb := 1

α X+− 1−α
α xb−1

9: // Inner loop
10: repeat
11: // update breakpoint and reset counter
12: xb← xb−1+α(xb−xb−1) andd := 0
13: repeat
14: // increment counter and assign discretized value for shift variable
15: d← d+1 andsbd :=

( 2d
D+1 −1

)
δ

16: // optimize
17: solve (70) with fixedxb−1, xb, sb−1 andsbd to obtain∆b
18: until ∆b≤ δ or d = D
19: until ∆b≤ δ
20: // fix shifting variable and update counter
21: sb := sbd, b← b+1, B← B+1
22: until xb = Xb

B δ̃
2

(
d̃(xb−1)

)
(becausẽd is continuous inxb−1). Thus, choose anyxb ∈

(
xb−1,xb−1+

η
2

]
which can be obtained, for instance, by looping

n≥




log

(
η

2
(

X+−xb−1

)
)

log(α)




andn∈N times. Note that the functioñℓ(x) is notnecessarily an approximator we can616

construct in the algorithm becaused̃(xb) might not be equal to one of the discretized617

shift variables. However, for the corresponding functionℓ(x) on [xb−1,xb] with any618

shift variablesb∈ [− δ̃
2 ,

δ̃
2 ], we have thatd(x) := |ℓ(x)− f (x)| ≤ δ for all x∈ [xb−1,xb]619

becaused(x) ∈ B δ̃
2

(
d̃(x)

)
for all x∈ [xb−1,xb]. Such ansb exists forD ∈ N because620

minsbd{| δ̃2 |}= minsbd{|
δ−sbd

2 |}= δ
D+1 ≥minsbd{|sbd|}.621

The outer loop is finite through the compactness of interval[X−,X+]: Construct622

an open cover of[X−,X+] as follows. For each outer iterationb, choosex1
b := xb−1+623

1
2(xb−xb−1) andξ 1

b =
1
2(xb−xb−1) as well asx2

b := xb−1 andξ 2
b ∈ (xb−1−xb−2,xb−624

xb−1) with x−1 := X− − τ and appropriateτ > 0 (e.g., τ = x1− x0), as shown in625

Figure 2. Then,
⋃

b

(
Bξ 1

b
(x1

b)∪Bξ2
b
(x2

b)
)

is an open cover of[X−,X+]. Removing any626

of the open ballsBξ 1
b
(x1

b) or Bξ2
b
(x2

b) from the cover destroys the cover. Thus, by627

compactness of[X−,X+], the number of open balls has to be finite. �628
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xb−2 xb−1 =: x2
b x1

b
xb

Fig. 2: Cover obtained for outer iterationb of the proof of Corollary 8

In order to avoid solving too many global optimization problems (70), we placeI629

grid points,xbi, according to (44) into the interval[xb−1,xb]. For each grid point, we630

check whether or not631

|ℓ(xbi)− f (xbi)| ≤ δ , ∀b∈B , ∀i ∈ I . (73)

Only if condition (73) is satisfied for all grid points, we solve the global optimization632

problem (70). Note that condition (73) is satisfied for both breakpointsxb−1 andxb633

by construction (as long as the absolute value of the shift variables do not exceedδ ).634

Further, it is not necessary to fix the shift variable for the first breakpointX− at635

value 0. This value can be discretized in the same way as all other shift variables,636

however, this made it easier to present the algorithm.637

This discretization of[xb−1,xb], together with the global optimality check, as well638

as the discretization of the shift variables,s0, does not alter the correctness and finite-639

ness of Algorithm 4.1.640

Note the tradeoff of choosingα close to 0 (many subproblems to solve and many641

breakpoints) and close to 1 (smaller number of breakpoints but possibly many sub-642

problems which fail the test “∆b ≤ δ ?”). However, when using the discretization643

of [xb−1,xb], the computational burden for increasingα values is rather small as the644

bottleneck of Algorithm 4.1 is the solution of the global optimization problem (70).645

4.3.2 Forward Heuristic with Moving Breakpoints646

We again employ a marching procedure to cover the interval[X−,X+]. Similar to647

Heuristic 4.1, we are providing a heuristic to solve problemBSB. However, in this648

section, for a given breakpointxb−1 and shift variablesb−1, we maximize the interval649

length by treatingxb and the shift variablesb as decision variables. To decrease the650

notational burden, we assumes0 ≡ 0 and we discuss the generalization later.651

Using the idea of Section 4.2, we treat the continuum inequalities (67) by placing652

I grid points equidistantly into the interval[xb−1,xb] according to (44). At these grid653

pointsxbi, we require:654

|ℓ(xbi)− f (xbi)| ≤ δ , ∀i ∈ I . (74)

Note that we do not need grid points at the breakpointsxb−1 andxb−1 because per655

defintionem we know that the maximal deviation issb−1 and sb, which in turn is656

bounded byδ .657

Maximization ofxb leads to the following NLP658

∆ I∗ := max xb (75)

s.t. |ℓ(xbi)− f (xbi)| ≤ δ , ∀i ∈ I (76)
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xbi = xb−1+
i

I +1
(xb− xb−1) , ∀i ∈ I (77)

xb ∈ [xb−1,X+], xbi ∈ [xb−1,X+], sb ∈ [−δ ,δ ], ∀i ∈ I (78)

with the interpolatorℓ derived by (71).659

For given breakpointx∗b, we minimize the absolute value ofsb. That way, we660

get the tightest approximator for the given interval[xb,xb−1], by solving the one-661

dimensional optimization problem662

∆S∗ := min |sb| (79)

s.t. |ℓ(xbi)− f (xbi)| ≤ δ , ∀i ∈ I (80)

sb ∈ [−δ ,δ ] (81)

where the discrete grid pointsxbi are now fixed together withxb.663

Due to the discretization of the continuum[xb−1,xb], we need to check whether for664

the given value ofxb−1, xb, sb−1, andsb inequalities (5) are fulfilled forD= [xb−1,xb].665

We do this by solving the unconstrained problem666

zmax∗ := max
x∈[xb−1,xb]

∣∣ℓ(x)− f (x)
∣∣ (82)

to global optimality. Ifzmax∗ ≤ δ , then we acceptxb andsb. Otherwise, we increase667

I by a factor ofβ > 1. This algorithm stops when the whole interval[X−,X+] is668

covered.669

Algorithm 4.2 Forward Heuristic with Moving Breakpoints Computing aδ -
Approximator

1: // INPUT: Continuous functionf , scalarδ > 0, initial discretization sizeI ini ∈N and parameterβ > 1
2: // OUTPUT: Number of breakpoints,B, breakpoint systemxb and shift variablesb

3: // Initialize
4: x0 := X−, I := I ini/β , B := 0, andb= 1
5: // Outer loop
6: repeat
7: // Inner loop
8: repeat
9: // update discretization size

10: I ← ⌈β I⌉
11: // calculate next breakpoint and shift variable
12: solve NLP (75)-(78) to obtainx∗b
13: solve one-dimensional NLP (79)-(81) to obtains∗b
14: // check if obtainedℓ is δ -approximator on[xb−1,xb]
15: solve unconstrained NLP (82) to obtainzmax∗

16: until zmax∗ ≤ δ
17: // fix breakpoint, shifting variable and update counter
18: xb := x∗b, sb := s∗b, b← b+1, B← B+1
19: until xb = Xb

This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 4.2. An efficient implementation of670

Algorithm 4.2 first checks whether or not the obtained∆ I∗ ≤ δ before solving (79)-671

(81) and (82). Similar to the heuristic 4.1, the Algorithm 4.2 always terminates in672

finitely many steps (given exact arithmetics):673
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Corollary 8 Algorithm 4.2 terminates after a finite number of iterationsfor any con-674

tinuous function f , anyδ > 0, any initial discretization size Iini ∈ N and parameter675

β > 1. The calculated breakpoints with the shift variables yielda δ -approximator for676

f .677

Proof We need to show that both the inner and the outer loop are finite.678

The inner loop is finite due to Theorem 2 and Corollary 6: We know that there679

exists an interval[xb−1,xb] for fixed xb−1 and fixedsb−1 (this follows from the proof680

of Theorem 2) with a linearδ -approximator functionℓ (because aδ -approximator681

exists for finitely manyB). Furthermore,zmax∗ and∆S∗ can be arbitrarily close in a682

finite number of iterations.683

The finiteness of the outer loop follows from the compactnessof interval[X−,X+]684

with the same argument as given in the proof of Corollary 8. �685

Allowing the shift variables0 to vary between−δ andδ does not change any686

principles of Algorithm 4.2. However, the NLP (79)-(81) is then two-dimensional for687

the first breakpoint.688

There are several advantages and disadvantages of both heuristic methods 4.1689

and 4.2. While 4.1 needs to solve a much smaller number of optimization problems690

to global optimality than 4.2, the number of breakpoints of theδ -approximator com-691

puted by Algorithm 4.1 is expected to be larger than the one computed by Algo-692

rithm 4.2. Particularly computationally expensive is solving problems (75)-(78) in693

Algorithm 4.2.694

Both Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 are of a “forward” nature,i.e., the interval[X−,X+] is695

successively covered by intervals of breakpoints “moving”fromX− to X+. Dependent696

on the shape of the functionf and given that both methods are heuristics, it might697

be beneficial to run the algorithm in a “backwards” manner,e.g., the obtainedδ -698

approximator might have less breakpoints. To run both a forward and a backward699

algorithm might be particularly promising for functions which are highly asymmetric700

aroundX−+X+
2 . Such a backward algorithm can be achieved by substitutingf (x) by701

f̃ (x) := f (X++X−−x) and running the forward Algorithm 4.1 for̃f andx∈ [X−,X+].702

The breakpoint system for the backwards algorithm is then obtained as follows: Letx∗b703

be the breakpoints obtained by the forward algorithm forf̃ (x). The new breakpoints704

are given by ˜x∗b := X++X−− x∗b.705

4.4 Derivingδ -Underestimators andδ -Overestimators706

We have seen, in Section 3, that under- and overestimator play a crucial role when707

establishing safe bounds on unconstrained optimization problems as well as opti-708

mization problems with nonlinear, nonconvex functions in the constraint sets. For709

one-dimensional functions, the concept of under- and overestimators leads to piece-710

wise linearδ -tubes around the functionf .711

Corollary 1 established thatε-underestimators for a continuous functionf with712

minimal number of breakpoints can be calculated by shiftingan ε
2-approximator for713

f with minimal number of breakpoints up by valueε
2. However, the optimality of the714
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Table 1: Changes to Algorithm 4.1 to compute a∆ -underestimator.

δ -Approximator ∆ -Underestimator

Shift variables (line 15) sb ∈ [−δ ,+δ ] sb ∈ [−δ ,0]
sbd :=

( 2d
D+1 −1

)
δ sbd :=

( d
D −1

)
δ

Optimization problem (70) zmax∗
− := maxx∈[xb−1,xb]

(
f (x)− ℓ(x)

)

(line 17) andzmin∗
− := minx∈[xb−1,xb]

(
f (x)− ℓ(x)

)

Stopping criteria (line 18) ∆b ≤ δ or d = D
(
zmax∗
− ≤ δ andzmin∗

− ≥ 0
)

or d = D

Stopping criteria (line 19) ∆b≤ δ zmax∗
− ≤ δ andzmin∗

− ≥ 0

Table 2: Changes to Algorithm 4.2 to compute a∆ -underestimator.

δ -Approximator ∆ -Underestimator

Optimization problem (75)-(78) ∆ I∗
− := maxxb

(line 12) s.t. f (xbi)− ℓ(xbi)≤ δ , ∀i ∈ I
ℓ(xbi)≤ f (xbi) , ∀i ∈ I
(76),(77),(78)

Optimization problem (79)-(81) ∆ S∗
− := maxsb

(line 13) s.t. f (xbi)− ℓ(xbi)≤ δ , ∀i ∈ I
ℓ(xbi)≤ f (xbi) , ∀i ∈ I
sb ∈ [−δ ,0]

Optimization problem (82) zmax∗
− := maxx∈[xb−1,xb]

(
f (x)− ℓ(x)

)

(line 15) andzmin∗
− := minx∈[xb−1,xb]

(
f (x)− ℓ(x)

)

Stopping criteria (line 16) zmax∗ ≤ δ zmax∗
− ≤ δ andzmin∗

− ≥ 0

breakpoint system with respect to the number of breakpointsis lost in general, if the715

usedε
2-approximator forf does not have the minimal number of breakpoints.716

Exact methods to compute optimal (in the sense of minimalityof breakpoints or717

tightness)δ -approximators are very difficult to solve, thus heuristic methods may718

be the only choice to obtain a good set of breakpoints. Furthermore, computational719

performance of the models OBSC, OBSD and OBSI is crucially influenced by good720

upper bounds on the number of breakpoints; such upper boundscan be provided721

by heuristic methods. Thus, we present a tailored algorithmto construct under- and722

overestimators for one-dimensional functions.723

The following discussion is focused onδ -underestimators. Aδ -overestimatorℓ+724

for function f over D3 can be obtained by constructing aδ -underestimatorℓ− for725

function f̃ (x) := − f (x) andx∈ D3. Then,ℓ+ := −ℓ− is aδ -overestimator for func-726

tion f over D3. Alternatively, the adjustments forδ -overestimators are straightfor-727

ward.728

The changes needed for Algorithms of Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 to computeδ -729

underestimators are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.730
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4.5 Computational Results731

We have implemented the presented models and algorithms using the modeling lan-732

guage GAMS version 23.6 (cf. Brooke et al. (1992, [7] or Bussieck and Meeraus733

(2004, [8]). The global optimization problems are solved using LindoGlobal version734

23.6.5 ([33]). The computations are preformed by an Intel(R) i7 using a single core735

with 2.93 GHz and 12.0 GB RAM on a 64-bit Windows 7 operating system. We allow736

a maximal deviation from theδ -tube by at most 10−5; i.e., equation (5) is validated737

by at most 10−5. The same is true for under- and overestimators;i.e., equation (7) is738

validated by at most 10−5.739

As our computational test bed, we consider ten different functions, summarized740

in Table 3. The columnsX− andX+ define the lower and upper bound, respectively,741

of the compact intervalD1. We summarize relevant characteristics for our purposes742

for each function in the last column of the table.743

Table 3: One-dimensional functions tested.

# f(x) X− X+ Comment
1 x2 -3.5 3.5 convex function, optimal distribution of

breakpoints is uniform; axial symmetric
atx= 0

2 lnx 1 32 concave function
3 sinx 0 2π point symmetric atx= π
4 tanh(x) -5 5 strictly monotonically increasing; point

symmetric atx= 0

5 sin(x)
x 1 12 for numerical stability reason we avoid

the removable singularity and the oscil-
lation at 0, the two local minima have
an absolute function value difference of
≈ 0.126

6 2x2+x3 -2.5 2.5 in (∞,∞), there is one local minimum at
x= 0 and one local maximum atx= 4

3
7 e−x sin(x) -4 4 one global minimum (xm≈−2.356 and

f (xm)≈−7.460)

8 e−100(x−2)2 0 3 a normal distribution with a sharp peak
atx=2

9 1.03e−100(x−1.2)2 +e−100(x−2)2 0 3 the sum of two Gaussians, with two
slightly different maxima (their absolute
function value difference is≈ 0.030)

10 Maranas & Floudas (1994) 0 2π three local minima (the absolute func-
tion value difference of the two smallest
local minima is≈ 0.031)

Figure 3 illustrates the ten functions (black line) together with δ -approximators,744

δ -underestimators orδ -overestimators (gray line), obtained from different methods.745

Method FBSD is used to compute approximators for the first fivefunctions. The num-746

ber of breakpoints,B, is chosen a priori. FBSD is then used to compute the optimal747

δ ∗, δ ∗− or δ ∗+ (with a precision of< 0.001) together with an estimator. Estimators for748

functions six to ten are computed with the heuristic methodsAlg. 1 and Alg. 2, where749
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δ was chosen a priori. One can clearly see (e.g., in Fig. 3(h)-(j)) that our models do750

not compute approximators which are “closest” possible to the original function but751

which instead stay within a givenδ -tube around the function.752

For each function and four different values ofδ ∈ {0.100,0.050,0.010,0.005},753

the number of breakpoints and the computational times for the two heuristic meth-754

ods, presented in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, are summarized in Table 4. Both heuristic755

methods are executed in a forward and backwards fashion. Oneobserves that the756

number of breakpoints and the computational times are similar for both the forward757

and the backward iterations. However, the running time of Alg. 2 is significantly758

higher than the running time of Alg. 1. This comes as no surprise because Alg. 1759

requires less NLP solves compared to Alg. 2. Alg. 2 consistently computes the same760

or fewer number of breakpoints for a given accuracyδ than Alg. 1.761

The following parameters are a good trade-off between computational time and762

number of breakpoints computed:763

Alg. 1: α = 0.985 andD = 3764

Alg. 2: I ini = 10 andβ = 2.5765

Computational results forδ -under- andδ -overestimators for both heuristic meth-766

ods are presented in Table 5. One observes that the number of breakpoints calculated767

is consistent with the ones obtained by theδ
2 -approximators,cf. to Table 4. How-768

ever, the computational times increase significantly compared to the computations of769

the δ
2 -approximators. This is explained by the additional NLP to be solved to check770

condition (7).771
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(a) Func 1: FBSD withB= 5 yieldsδ ∗ = 0.383
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(b) Func. 2: FBSD withB= 3 yieldsδ ∗− = 0.361
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(c) Func. 3: FBSD withB= 4 yieldsδ ∗+ = 0.240
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(d) Func. 4: FBSD withB=4 yieldsδ ∗= 0.063
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(e) Func. 5: FBSD withB= 4 yieldsδ ∗− = 0.103
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(f) Func. 6: Alg. 1 withδ+ = 0.5 yieldsB= 9

Fig. 3: Continued.
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Table 4: Computational results forδ -approximators using heuristics.

# δ
Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm 4.2

Forward Backward Forward Backward
B sec. B sec. B sec. B sec.

1 0.100 9 0.41 9 0.41 9 2.69 9 2.64
0.050 13 0.58 13 0.57 13 3.98 13 4.06
0.010 26 1.18 26 1.23 26 8.85 26 9.10
0.005 37 1.71 37 1.70 36 10.46 36 10.99

2 0.100 4 0.21 4 0.16 4 1.65 4 1.73
0.050 5 0.35 5 0.21 5 1.20 5 1.26
0.010 10 0.68 10 0.45 10 3.31 10 3.01
0.005 14 0.69 14 0.66 14 5.90 14 4.96

3 0.100 6 0.27 6 0.28 6 31.29 6 35.30
0.050 6 0.26 6 0.27 6 4.35 6 4.89
0.010 14 0.70 14 0.69 14 5.47 14 5.77
0.005 18 0.84 18 0.85 18 7.43 18 7.68

4 0.100 4 0.17 4 0.16 4 20.61 4 0.61
0.050 6 0.26 6 0.29 6 1.67 6 1.83
0.010 10 0.49 10 0.45 10 3.71 10 3.84
0.005 14 0.72 14 0.73 14 5.40 14 5.64

5 0.100 5 5.60 4 0.21 5 34.10 4 63.94
0.050 6 1.04 6 0.44 6 46.20 6 93.47
0.010 11 1.43 10 0.61 10 11.31 10 272.19
0.005 13 0.82 13 2.01 13 12.08 13 12.38

6 0.100 12 0.77 12 0.64 12 23.09 12 17.74
0.050 16 1.00 16 0.86 16 17.66 16 20.40
0.010 35 2.16 35 2.26 35 22.48 35 41.87
0.005 49 3.10 49 3.19 48 28.34 48 30.38

7 0.100 15 0.97 15 0.93 15 40.57 15 31.62
0.050 21 1.48 21 2.36 21 28.73 20 51.40
0.010 45 2.88 44 2.95 45 53.22 44 51.54
0.005 62 4.11 62 4.37 62 72.87 62 62.29

8 0.100 5 0.30 5 0.26 5 8.43 5 6.09
0.050 7 0.50 7 0.39 7 10.52 7 7.56
0.010 12 0.74 12 0.73 12 6.90 12 6.50
0.005 16 0.97 16 1.00 15 7.77 16 10.43

9 0.100 8 0.47 8 0.44 8 11.67 8 14.93
0.050 13 0.85 12 0.74 12 18.70 12 19.66
0.010 22 1.41 22 1.39 22 13.66 22 15.98
0.005 30 2.15 29 2.07 29 17.94 29 16.92

10 0.100 17 2.90 17 3.03 17 204.11 17 97.87
0.050 23 4.04 23 4.11 23 88.50 23 98.57
0.010 46 7.82 47 7.61 46 91.71 47 95.95
0.005 68 11.17 68 11.17 68 88.13 67 96.22

/0 0.100 1.21 0.65 37.82 27.25
/0 0.050 1.04 1.02 22.15 30.31
/0 0.010 1.95 1.84 22.06 50.58
/0 0.005 2.63 2.78 25.63 25.79
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(g) Func. 7: Alg. 2 withδ = 0.6 yieldsB= 7

0.5
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(h) Func. 8: Alg. 1 withδ− = 0.2 yieldsB= 5

0.5
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(i) Func. 9: Alg. 2 withδ+ = 0.3 yieldsB= 8
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Fig. 3: The ten univariate functions tested together with some approximator functions.
— original function
— approximator function
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Table 5: Computational results forδ -under- andδ -overestimators. Optimalδ -under- andδ -overestimators can be obtained by the solutions
as shown in Table 3 with double precision,i.e., half theδ values.

# δ

Underestimator Overestimator
Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm 4.2 Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm 4.2

Forward Backward. Forward Backward Forward Backward. Forward Backward
B sec. B sec. B sec. B sec. B sec. B sec. B sec. B sec.

1 0.10 13 3.50 13 4.25 13 9.70 13 11.08 13 1.55 13 1.68 13 4.94 13 5.16
0.02 26 9.99 26 9.91 26 23.20 26 22.98 26 2.17 26 2.20 26 10.25 26 10.79
0.01 37 14.46 37 14.81 36 37.15 36 36.23 37 3.85 37 3.97 36 14.80 36 15.99

2 0.10 5 0.39 5 0.35 5 1.25 5 1.39 5 1.60 5 1.19 5 7.46 5 11.66
0.02 10 0.81 10 1.22 10 1.90 10 2.42 10 18.17 10 10.54 10 19.71 10 23.40
0.01 14 1.20 14 3.63 14 2.85 14 6.18 14 31.68 14 22.59 14 30.72 14 34.81

3 0.10 6 0.51 6 0.45 6 5.42 6 5.49 6 0.44 6 0.57 6 5.47 6 5.82
0.02 14 1.81 14 2.03 14 8.63 14 7.61 14 2.14 14 2.00 14 8.14 14 8.06
0.01 18 2.47 18 3.13 18 10.08 18 9.53 18 3.03 18 2.74 18 10.23 18 10.04

4 0.10 6 0.51 6 0.76 6 3.14 6 2.91 6 0.74 6 0.65 6 3.43 6 2.27
0.02 10 2.93 10 2.11 10 7.10 10 8.22 10 2.12 10 2.44 10 8.65 10 8.26
0.01 14 5.51 14 4.44 14 9.63 14 9.20 14 4.96 14 4.90 14 10.38 14 8.30

5 0.10 6 0.79 6 1.08 6 53.29 6 8.36 6 0.78 6 1.19 6 10.46 6 5.22
0.02 11 3.08 10 3.19 10 9.23 10 196.31 11 2.96 10 1.41 10 7.48 10 9.94
0.01 13 3.43 13 3.49 13 10.15 13 8.15 13 2.57 13 2.41 13 35.21 13 9.89

6 0.10 16 1.83 16 1.91 16 18.31 16 21.21 16 1.56 16 1.55 16 16.03 16 19.13
0.02 35 4.84 35 3.97 35 25.89 35 30.81 35 3.74 35 3.95 35 22.11 35 27.95
0.01 49 7.30 48 5.57 48 36.74 48 37.06 49 5.40 48 5.07 48 31.14 48 35.62

7 0.10 21 5.34 21 6.22 21 26.20 20 45.78 21 5.07 21 5.16 21 26.97 20 68.21
0.02 45 11.31 44 11.18 45 49.46 44 43.75 45 11.14 44 10.66 45 47.54 44 42.02
0.01 62 14.98 62 15.60 62 64.63 62 69.09 62 14.96 62 15.89 62 64.83 62 55.52

8 0.10 7 0.71 7 0.64 7 15.14 7 5.10 7 0.83 7 1.66 7 14.81 7 5.45
0.02 12 1.21 12 1.12 12 6.68 12 5.59 12 1.24 12 1.21 12 6.19 12 10.50
0.01 16 1.65 16 1.59 15 6.65 16 6.61 16 1.66 16 1.78 15 9.15 16 8.96

9 0.10 13 1.53 12 1.29 12 19.23 12 14.48 13 1.54 12 1.27 12 19.15 12 24.95
0.02 22 2.44 22 2.67 22 11.35 22 13.25 22 2.69 22 2.73 22 11.20 22 17.49
0.01 30 3.76 29 3.32 29 15.69 29 15.08 30 4.10 29 3.67 29 15.92 29 17.32

10 0.10 23 4.69 23 4.59 23 85.18 23 91.54 23 4.72 23 4.48 23 86.81 23 85.62
0.02 46 9.45 47 9.74 46 102.37 47 98.85 46 9.11 47 9.54 46 93.00 47 95.07
0.01 68 14.61 68 14.97 68 111.49 67 115.59 68 13.84 68 14.40 68 96.84 67 106.67
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Table 6: Tightness obtained by FBSD for givenB.

# δ ini B δ LB δ UB Max Grid Time
1 0.100 9 0.095703 0.095703 1 16.4

0.050 13 0.042535 0.042535 1 115.4
2 0.100 4 0.081899 0.081922 4 12.1

0.050 5 0.046281 0.046595 4 25.8
0.010 10 0.009211 0.009287 1 3.9
0.005 14 0.004429 0.004446 1 68.7

3 0.100 6 0.048109 0.048250 19 411.0
0.050 6 0.048109 0.048250 19 190.8
0.010 14 0.009696 0.010275 9 5659.3
0.005 18 0.004637 0.004829 6 11079.1

4 0.100 4 0.062853 0.063728 3 2.9
0.050 6 0.024160 0.024541 3 20.2
0.010 10 0.007855 0.008148 3 39.4
0.005 14 0.003578 0.004409 2 27.8

5 0.100 4 0.051237 0.051847 13 182.4
0.050 6 0.018513 0.022101 6 36162.8

6 0.100 4 0.085288 0.095080 9 108806.1
8 0.100 5 0.053910 0.054603 13 283.6

0.050 7 0.009178 0.990842 13 36416.9
0.010 12 0.009158 0.990842 9 42195.4

9 0.100 8 0.085773 0.941691 9 38712.4
0.050 12 0.000087 1.029913 4 36324.0

All other instances yield a lower bound forδ ∗ of 0 after 10 hours of CPU time.

Table 6 summarizes the computational results obtained by FBSD (60)-(65). We772

use the lowest number of breakpoints calculated by any of thetwo heuristic methods773

for a given accuracyδ , cf.Table 4, to calculate the tightest possible approximator with774

the help of FBSD. We start with a grid size ofI = 1 and solve FBSD. This yields a775

lower boundδ LB on δ ∗ (for the fixed number of breakpoints). For the computed776

approximator, we evaluate the maximal deviation to the function f (x). This yields an777

upper boundδ UB on δ ∗. If the upper bound and the lower bound are within 0.001,778

then we stop the algorithm. Otherwise, we increaseI to I ← max{1.5 · I , I +1} and779

re-iterate.δ ini is used as a (tight) initial bound on the shift variables and the maximal780

deviation.781

Table 7 summarizes the computational results for the model OBSD (38)-(47). We782

limit the size of the breakpoint setB by the lowest number of breakpoints computed783

in Table 4 for each discretization sizeδ . The continuum condition is initially dis-784

cretize into two points,i.e., I = 2. By solving OBSD, we obtain a lower boundB−785

onB∗. If B− equals the initial number of breakpoints or the maximal deviation of the786

obtained approximator system does not exceedδ (with an accuracy of 0.00125), then787

the algorithm stops withB∗ = B−. Otherwise, the grid size is updated byI ← 1.5 · I788

and the process starts over again. One observes in Table 7 that for most of the prob-789

lemsB∗ cannot be computed. Furthermore, the required discretization sizeI is quite790

large.791

As expected, model OBSI (48)-(59) performs much worse compared to model792

OBSD. Only for function 5 withδ = 0.100, OBSI is able to obtain the optimalB∗= 4.793
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Table 7: Computational results for model OBSD.

# δ B∗ B− # iter. I sec.
1 0.100 – 5 9 42 1965.25†

0.050 – 5 8 28 1967.30†

0.005 – 5 5 9 1997.34†

2 0.100 4 – 9 42 24.16
0.050 5 – 10 63 550.41
0.010 – 5 9 42 2236.04†

0.005 – 5 8 28 2128.16†

3 0.100 6 – 11 94 195.33
0.050 6 – 11 94 212.71

4 0.100 4 – 10 63 29.95
0.050 – 5 11 94 2815.14†

0.010 – 5 9 42 2427.14†

0.005 – 5 8 28 2157.83†

5 0.100 4 – 9 42 150.40
0.050 – 4 9 42 1877.28†

0.010 – 5 8 28 2918.74†

0.005 – 5 7 19 2832.80†

6 0.100 – 4 7 19 1871.30†

0.050 – 4 7 19 1990.46†

0.010 – 0 1 2 1801.24†

0.005 – 0 1 2 1801.62†

7 0.100 – 5 8 28 2833.29†

0.050 – 0 1 2 1800.99†

0.010 – 0 1 2 1801.50†

0.005 – 0 1 2 1802.60†

8 0.100 – 4 11 94 2224.76†

0.050 – 4 10 63 2077.81†

0.010 – 4 8 28 1836.07†

0.005 – 5 8 28 2758.10†

9 0.100 – 4 9 42 2250.79†

0.050 – 4 8 28 2082.88†

0.010 – 4 6 13 1863.82†

0.005 – 4 5 9 1828.28†

10 0.100 – 4 6 13 3617.24†

0.050 – 4 5 9 3032.66†

0.010 – 0 1 2 1804.50†

0.005 – 0 1 2 1802.37†

†: time limit reached (1800 sec. per iteration)

The computational time is approximately 97 seconds, requiring a size ofI = 20. For794

most of the other problem instances, not even a feasible solution for the original795

model (usingI = 2 ·B) could be computed within 1800 seconds of CPU time.796

Table 8 summarizes the optimal number of breakpoints required for the various797

functions and approximation accuracies along with the methods computed (again, we798

have a numerical accuracy of 10−5). For 25 out of 40 instances, an optimalB∗ can be799

computed, while for 15 instances,B∗ is unknown. We do not report exact computa-800

tional times in seconds, as different solver versions, different parameter settings and801

initial values onB are used for each of the computations. To prove optimality ofB802
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Table 8: Benchmarks: Minimal numberB∗ of breakpoints needed forδ -
approximators.

# δ B∗ LB UB Algorithm Time
1 0.100 9 FBSD few sec.

0.050 13 FBSD few sec.
0.010 26 FBSD hours
0.005 36 FBSD hours

2 0.100 4 FBSD frac. sec.
0.050 5 FBSD few sec.
0.010 10 FBSD sec.
0.005 14 FBSD sec.

3 0.100 6 FBSD few sec.
0.050 6 FBSD few sec.
0.010 14 FBSD sec.
0.005 18 FBSD few min.

4 0.100 4 FBSD frac. sec.
0.050 6 FBSD few sec.
0.010 10 FBSD few sec.
0.005 14 FBSD few min.

5 0.100 4 FBSD frac. sec.
0.050 6 FBSD sec.
0.010 10 FBSD sec.
0.005 13 FBSD few min.

6 0.100 12 FBSD min.
0.050 16 FBSD few days
0.010 16 35
0.005 16 48

7 0.100 5 15 OBSD
0.050 5 20
0.010 5 44
0.005 5 62

8 0.100 5 FBSD sec.
0.050 5 7
0.010 5 12
0.005 5 15

9 0.100 8 FBSD few days
0.050 8 12
0.010 8 22
0.005 8 29

10 0.100 4 17 OBSD
0.050 4 23
0.010 4 46
0.005 4 67

LB: best known lower bound onB∗, only if B∗ is unknown
UB: best known upper bound onB∗, only if B∗ is unknown
frac.: ≥ 1

10 and< 1
few: ≥ 1 and≤ 10

with the help of FBSD, one computes the optimalδ ∗ for B−1. If a lower bound on803

δ ∗ is greater thanδ , then the optimal number of breakpoints has to be≥ B.804

Let us compare our results with breakpoint systems obtainedin a straight for-805

ward manner: use a equidistant distribution of the breakpoints in the intervalD3806

together with a function interpolation. Table 9 summarizesthe minimum number807
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Table 9: Minimal numberBE of equidistant breakpoints needed for interpolator with
δ accuracy.

# δ = 0.100 δ = 0.050 δ = 0.010 δ = 0.005
BE B δ ∗ BE B δ ∗ BE B δ ∗ BE B δ ∗

1 13 9 0.0851 17 13 0.0479 36 26 0.0100 51 36 0.0049
2 23 4 0.0956 37 5 0.0480 96 10 0.0100 141 14 0.0050
3 8 6 0.0966 11 6 0.0489 24 14 0.0093 33 18 0.0048
4 6 4 0.0923 15 6 0.0378 32 10 0.0099 45 14 0.0049
5 7 4 0.0989 10 6 0.0450 21 10 0.0093 29 13 0.0048
6 25 12 0.0997 36 16 0.0474 78 35 0.0099 110 48 0.0050
7 77 15 0.0993 109 20 0.0492 241 44 0.0100 340 62 0.0050
8 19 5 0.0879 64 7 0.0465 151 12 0.0097 213 15 0.0050
9 46 8 0.0777 68 12 0.0481 151 22 0.0099 216 29 0.0049

10 33 17 0.0973 46 23 0.0495 103 46 0.0100 146 67 0.0050

of equidistant breakpoints needed to ensure a given accuracy δ . We computes these808

breakpoint systems with the following brute-force algorithm. Starting with two break-809

points, compute the maximal deviation of the approximator to the functionf (x). This810

is accomplished by solving an DNLP to global optimality. If the maximal deviation811

is less than or equal toδ (with a tolerance of 10−5), then we have found the min-812

imum number of breakpoints. Otherwise, increment the number of breakpoints and813

start over. This leads to several order of magnitudes highercomputational times than814

the reported times in Table 4; however, we decided not to report computation times815

because there might be more efficient algorithms and implementations to obtain the816

minimum number of equidistant breakpoints. Table 9 reportson the minimum num-817

ber of equidistant breakpoints,BE, and the actual maximal deviation,δ ∗, of the inter-818

polation function tof (x). BE is contrasted with the minimum number of breakpoints,819

B, computed with our methods. For a givenδ , observe that the required number of820

equidistant breakpoints is between 1.3 and 14.2 times the actual number of break-821

points needed.822

Fig. 4 plots the maximum deviation of the interpolation function for different823

number of equidistant breakpoints. The function is not monotonic decreasing but824

the tendency is clearly visible. The curve seems to follows an reciprocal logarith-825

mic curve. Thus, the number of equidistant breakpoints grows exponentially in the826

reciprocal ofδ .827

5 Discussion828

For univariate nonlinear functions we have constructed various methods to compute829

optimal breakpoint systems to be used for piecewise linear approximations as well830

as piecewise linear over- and underestimators satisfying aspecified accuracyδ . The831

exact models and heuristic methods we have developed involve solving nonlinear832

problems to global optimality for proving thatδ -accuracy is achieved for continuum833

intervals.834

The breakpoints are useful to replace nonlinear terms in large MINLP problems835

which are mostly dominated by mixed-integer linear terms. This allows us to ap-836
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Fig. 4: Maximal deviationδ ∗ for different number of equidistant breakpointsBE for
function 8.

proximate a significant subset of NLP or MINLP problems just by MILP solvers.837

Approximator systems for NLP problems to be embedded in a large MILP problem838

framework should posses the following two desirable properties:839

I solution with a given or known accuracyδ , and840

II the resulting MILP problem has a relatively small number of breakpoints.841

Property II forbids the usage of equidistant distribution of the breakpoints in the sup-842

port interval, even when combining it with a global solver toensure property I,cf.843

Table 9.844

Note that the computation of the breakpoint systems is not restricted by available845

CPU time because they are computed only once a priori for later usage in large scale846

MILP problems which are very well restricted in the available CPU time.847

Although CPU time is not critical, the problem size or properties of the functions848

to be approximated can lead to the situation that we cannot solve the breakpoint849

problem to global optimality. Therefore, we have developedseveral exact MINLP850

models and heuristic methods to obtain the optimal or at least very good breakpoint851

systems:852

1) A MINLP model (OBSD) which yields the minimal number and best distribution853

of breakpoints for a givenδ ,854

2) a MINLP model (FBSD) which gives the best approximation for a fixed number855

of breakpoints, and856

3) two heuristic methods which compute the breakpoints, subsequently by solving857

MINLP problems with a small number of variables.858
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The heuristics always work,i.e., even for complicated functions requiring large859

numbers of breakpoints we are able to obtain a breakpoint system satisfying the re-860

quiredδ , and more so, an upper bound on the minimal number of breakpoints. This861

upper bound can be used to solve 1) or 2) with a significant smaller number of vari-862

ables. If 1) gives the proven minimal number of breakpoints,2) can be used to com-863

pute the tightestδ -approximation.864

Note that the measure to quantify the approximation qualityis the maximal devi-865

ation between the approximator and function. In a forthcoming paper we define the866

best approximator as the one which satisfy theδ -criterion and minimizes the area867

between the approximator and the function.868

Another research activity is the development of explicit, piecewise-linear formu-869

lations of functionsf (x) : Rn→R,n= 1, that are only defined at regular or irregular870

break points, but are not available in a closed algebraic form. This is an interest-871

ing problem relevant to various situations and industries.Such situations occur if the872

functions are evaluated by complex black box models involving, for instance, dif-873

ferential equations, or if the functions have been established only by experiments or874

observations. An important subtask is also to reduce the number of break points,i.e.,875

to replace them by a coarser grid which, relative to the system of given break points,876

preservesδ -accuracy.877
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